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MISSOULA-The Pryor Mountains area is rich in archaeological remains, but unfortunately, human
scavangers often "excavate" the area before scientists can conduct their studies.
This is the lament of Lawrence L. Loendorf, UM instructor in anthropology, who this
summer again will conduct a crew of students into the mountainous area south of Billings to
survey and locate more archaeological sites.
Loendorf said the main problem in combing the area

is the previous existence of artifact

scavangers--looters, vandals, picnickers and curiosity seekers.
"The area has been so looted and vandalized by so many people," Loendorf said, "and the
mining operations have so defaced the area, that now most of the material has been lost.

We

have to try to reconstruct something on the artifacts we do find."
For the second consecutive year, the expedition is being financed by grants totaling
approximately $10,500 from the National Park Service, U.S.Forest Service and the Bureau
of Land Management.
Last summer, with a crew of seven students, a pet raven and a dog named Jackson,
Loendorf found 100 sites throughout some 100 different areas that "showed some indication
of people having been there."
The sites, ranged from wikiups or wooden houses approximately 100 to 150 years old,
to cave sites about 4,000 years old, tepee ring sites, pictograph and rock art sites, a
number of vision quest structures and some other sites about 6,000 years old.
Among the artifacts found were stone segments from which arrowheads and tools were
and
chipped,/a number of arrowheads and stone tools. Little pottery was discovered because, as
Loendorf explained, "Indians in that area were mainly hunters and food gatherers and not
interested in pottery."
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One of the students in last summer's crew, Dale E. Fredland formerly of Eureka, and now
of Missoula, found material on which to do his master's degree thesis in the vision quest
structures which were used in puberty rites by the plains Indians, Loendorf indicated.
Adolescents of both sexes would hike, without equipment, to the top of a high ridge,
build a stone structure and then await their guardian spirits to come and guide them in their
lives' pursuits.
"The Indians would actually have visions," Loendorf said, "in which a particular spirit
appeared and gave them the power of love or war or some other aspect of life."
Other students m the 10-week expedition were Lynn Berry, a student at the University
and several UM students,
y
of Colorado, Boulder;/Bonnie Jean Herda, a senior from Chinook; Linda Catherine Ward, a
senior from Hysham; Burton D. Williams, graduate student, Malta; Lyle Lynn O'Brien, a senior
froin Missoula, and Donald A. Dodge, Missoula, a graduate student.
This summer's expedition will have a larger crew and be extended to 12 weeks, correspond
ing with the UM summer session and allowing participants to receive University credit.
The study was begun because it is hoped a recreation area can be established in the Pryor
Mountains area .-Years ago, people were leaving the Yellowtail Reservoir and heading up to
Loendorf
the mountains in the summer,” / said. "It is believed this area is fairly rich in
archaelogical remains, wild horses and large limestone caves.”
One reason Loendorf was chosen to lead the crew is that he did his master's degree
thesis on the area.

The project is scheduled to continue for several more summers, with the

crow concentrating this summer on the Horse Reserve area.
Loendorf this fall will leave UM

for the University of Missouri, Columbia, to pursue

a Ph.D. degree in anthropology, with emphasis on North American archaelogy.

His

dissertation will be related to the work he is doing in the Pryor Mountains.
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